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Chapter 181: A Talk Between Old Friends 

And after comforting my daughter, I decided to move to the gym and meet with Rita. In there, I had to 

explain it everything that happened yesterday because she was actually dead worried about me and had 

wanted to come to my house to check me for a while, but I always told her I was alright. However, as 

always, after she calmed down, her usual cocky nature resurfaced. 

"Ohohoho~ So Mark came to your house and began cooking and taking care of you?! Oh my! Oh my, oh 

my~!" Rita began giggling devilishly. "He even cooked for you and attended you as if he were your 

boyfriend or something…" 

"R-Rita! Stop saying that…!" I cried. I couldn't help but feel flustered the more she remarked how 

shameless I was to ask Mark for all of those things. It really felt as if he was my boyfriend taking care of 

me now! Uwah… Why did I even asked for his help so shamelessly? 

"You can't deny it Elayne." Rita said. "I bet it felt nice to be taken care by him, right? I've seen him 

sometimes, he's handsome, tall, and good looking, and even gentle and soft like a feather, isn't he?" 

"W-Well, he's gentler than other guys… yeah." I sighed. 

"Ufufu… I know you love cute guys." Said Rita. 

"Ugh… Just shut up… I am a married woman, you know?" I said, looking into the window and admiring 

the city outside. "I feel bad each time I begin thinking stuff like you said… It just… doesn't feel right to 

me." 

"Hmm…" Rita sighed, falling silent for a bit. "Okay, sorry… I was a bit careless there." 

"Huh, yeah…" I said while feeling a bit angered. 

"I know you loved him a lot…" Said Rita. "But it has been a while, dear. Don't you think its time to move 

on? It's already obvious based in your reactions and how you talk about that guy… You like him a bit, 

right?" 

"W-Wha…?! S-Shut up…" I sighed. "I… This is not something you can understand, Rita…" 

"…" 

Rita remained in silence as she seemed to not want to talk anymore. 

"I've been thinking about it for a while but I can't really do it." I sighed. "I can't really… move on. It's hard 

to even wake up every morning knowing he's gone. Do you think I could even dare betray him now?" 

"But he's…" 

"I know!" I cried. "I just… It doesn't sit right to me. I feel like if I do something like that, I would simply be 

someone horrible." 
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"Elayne, I'm sure your husband would want you to move on. He always loved you and wanted your 

happiness." Said Rita. 

"What do you even know about him?!" 

"E-Elayne…" 

Ah… 

I just realized I ended screaming a bit too much. People in the gym were looking at me weirdly. 

I felt so embarrassed… 

Without thinking any further, I ended running to the bathroom, washing my face. 

"Sigh…" 

I looked into the mirror and saw a very tired woman. 

I guess this is me… 

"Elayne…" 

I suddenly heard Rita's voice behind me. 

"R-Rita… I'm sorry, I didn't wanted to scream at you like that…" I apologized, I felt quite bad for what I 

did. 

"Ah, it's fine. I was being an asshole." Sighed Rita. "I know I shouldn't be forcing you to do… things you 

don't want to. Sorry for teasing you so much. Sometimes I forget you're so soft deep down." 

"Geez, saying that doesn't really help, you know?" I asked. 

"Ahaha… Okay, sorry again…" Rita said. "I don't want you to get mad, so let's go back to the gym!" 

"Okay…" I sighed. "Let's go." 

After that, Rita didn't brought the topic again and we spoke about the game instead, as it had become a 

big topic of conversation. Apparently she had logged into the game last night and only found Titan, but 

without me, they were not able to advance the quest, so they stayed a few hours with the fairies helping 

them reconstruct the city and reinforce the magic barriers. 

"Some people was super interested in my dark magic in that fairy town." Said Rita. "I guess it is rare for 

them, huh? I heard they often thought dark magic was only wielded by evil people or monsters. So they 

were surprised when I was just a nice person~" 

"I'm sure they just said that because they had not really explored the outside world… I'm sure there 

might be tribes of dark elves, or other people that can wield dark magic as well. After all it's a game, you 

can't just make a type of element as rare, especially because most young players love the dark element 

for… well, a lot of young players are edgy." 

"Yeah, I guess that's right." 

"What about your oldest son? Wasn't he playing the game?" 



"Yeah! I told him I was playing but he said he got cringe and didn't wanted to play with me…" 

Rita seemed slightly sad about it. I guess she really wanted to enjoy the game with her son as well. I 

suppose this might be a normal response if I said the same thing to my daughter… This is why I am trying 

to be careful I guess. 

"Maybe you shouldn't had told your son beforehand and surprise him in-game!" I said. 

"Yeah but he might had fallen in love with his mother's avatar then! There's no way I would do that." 

Laughed Rita. 

"Ah… Rita I think you're imagining too many things." I sighed. "Maybe you should keep insisting, you're 

good at that." 

"H-Hey! What sort of compliment is that?" Rita laughed. 

After the gym, we decided to go to a nearby mini market, and we bought a lot of stuff we needed to get 

back home to refill the food reserves and other things. 

"Damn, wouldn't it be convenient if we had the Inventory Ability from the game? Instead of having to 

carry all of this…" Rita sighed. 

"Well, we could always order things to our house I suppose." I said. 

"Nah, that's too expensive!" 

Rita has always been quite stingy, actually. 
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Chapter 182: Logging In 

When I got back home, Rita went to her home, which wasn't that faraway from mine, and I quickly 

decided to cook some lunch while it was still relatively early. Elena had been gaming all day as usual, so I 

was able to take a peek at her in her room with that helmet on. I think she should stop playing for so 

long though… 

"Hmm, it has been a while since we ate pasta…" I said, looking at the boiling ingredients of the pasta 

sauce. I had added a good amount of variety, from carrots cut into tiny pieces, onions, garlic, oregano, 

fresh tomatoes, minced meat, and also the bags of tomato sauce. My family has always loved my pasta 

sauce. 

"And what's better than with some spinach ravioli?" I said, as I saw the ravioli almost ready to serve as 

they boiled in the clean water which I had added some oil and salt. 

I quickly sent a message to Elena, which she received in-game, and she quickly logged out and walked 

outside of her room, looking at me with a sleepy expression. However, her eyes opened wide open the 

moment she smelled the scent of the pasta sauce. 

"Pasta?" She wondered. 

"Spinach Ravioli!" I said. 
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"Oooh! Been a while since we had that… Are they fresh?" She wondered. 

"Obviously! We bought them in that shop that makes fresh pasta. I also brought some parmesan from 

there." I said with a smile. 

"Nice!" Elena seemed truly happy, she had always loved my sauce with spinach ravioli, her favorites. 

After serving, we began eating happily. However, Elena quickly brought up something. 

"Ah, right… Mom, there's a sleepover over Elisa's place, can I go? I'm going with Anna." Said Elena. 

"Sleepover with Elisa? Oh… Right." I said. 

Elisa was… Erm, who was she? 

… 

Ah right! That blonde girl that was apparently rich or something? She comes here sometimes, and she's 

really friendly with me, but has some sort of rivalry with Anna. That girl is a bit troublesome, and 

friendship with someone with so much money might be actually quite dangerous. 

What if they target Elena and Anna for something? After all, why would such a girl be interested in our 

humble family? Now that I realize, she really has the power to easily ruin our lives if she wanted. Rich 

people is… indeed, quite dangerous. 

But I've seen her so many days as well, and she's always nice and cute. She said her parents are often 

not even present for her. I was surprised she got so happy when I served her homemade food too. 

Hmm… What should I do? 

"She said that you can come over to her house too, if you can't trust her." Elena said. 

"Eh? Really? And when's that?" I wondered. 

"Maybe tomorrow? We are going to see grandma and grandpa in two days, right? So we can manage." 

Elena seemed pumped up about going to meet Elisa. 

"I-I guess we can go then…" I sighed. 

"Alright, I'll tell her." Elena quickly texted Elisa over. 

"And done… We are going tomorrow at around 5 PM, and we'll stay over the night." She said as her eyes 

shone. It felt as if she wanted something out of this… I hope my daughter is not playing with fire. 

"O-Okay…" I sighed. "But I see you're pumped up; you really care about Elisa?" I wondered. 

"Yeah, she's a good friend. We always are in a party in the game." Said Elena. 

Of course, the game has to be… I guess she has shared a lot more moments with her in that game than 

in real life, but that doesn't mean they're not friends at the end of the day. 

"Sigh… Well, I'll trust you." I said, petting my daughter. "I'll go rest for now." 



After I washed the dishes, I quickly ran back to my room to log into the game as well. I felt rather faulty, 

however, as I've become completely addicted to it myself. And I just wanted to log-in to meet the fairies 

again, and especially my friends in there. 

FLASH! 

When I opened my eyes, I found myself within the interior of the room of the Fairy Queen within the 

Fairy Castle. 

"Ah, I ended logging out in here, huh… Eh?" 

And then I found Queen Titania who was stark naked, looking inside of her wardrobe for a dress to 

wear. Damn, her body was beautiful and pale white, like porcelain. Is it possible for someone to be this 

perfectly beautiful?! 

"E-Eh? P-Planta?!" She cried, as the Fairy Queen desperately covered her private parts, but I already saw 

them all… 

"Uwaaah! S-Sorry!" I cried, quickly running outside of her room. I felt an enormous sense of guilty eating 

away my entire soul. This was… I did something horrible! 

At the end, Titania walked outside and decided to pretend that nothing happened, although I was still 

apologizing to her when the rest of my party gathered in the living room where we had tea the last time. 

"I'm really sorry, Titania…" I cried. 

"I-It is fine, Planta. You're also a woman like me, it is not so bad." Sighed Titania, petting my head. 

"Ah… well… Okay." I sighed. 

"What did just happened between you two?" Rita wondered while squinting her eyes at us. 

"Rita, it would be better to not ask these types of things if possible." Titan said. 

"Hmm, this cake is so good! I have never eaten something so sweet before!" Acorn was completely 

concentrated into eating a strawberry shortcake happily. 

"Hehe, Acorn seems to be in love with the cake." Nieve said with a smile, Florie was also at her side, 

over yesterday, she had gotten way better and was invited here. 

"Acorn, don't eat all the cake!" Florie complained. 

"But it is so tasty! I can't stop…!" Acorn had a very sweet tooth, maybe because he was a rodent. 

"A-Anyways, today it is the day, isn't it?" Wondered the Queen. 

"Yes… We are going to the Miasma Swamps to defeat the Venomous Snake Queen." I said filled with 

confidence. 
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While having teatime with the Queen of Fairies, we began to talk about what we would do from now on. 

And to be honest, there weren't many plans, we were going to just go the swamps and find the boss and 

defeat it. Even if we had to steamroll our way through, I believed that it was completely possible for us 

to do that at this point. We had grown stronger as we were max level, and the boosts we were receiving 

from the Fairy Queen's Blessing, alongside the buffs I can grant with my magic and everything else… I 

think it should be possible. 

"Hm, I know you're confident in your strength, but even then, you should at the very least learn the 

place's layout, especially because recently, it was reported that the Swamps turned into a Dungeon." 

Titania said. 

"A Dungeon?!" I asked in shock. "But aren't Dungeons very unique?" 

"Yes, they were. However, since the awakening of the Demon King of Miasma, Dungeons have begun to 

pop up around the world more commonly, although most were sealed after the fragmentation, the 

rehashing brought them all back, and much like previous slain foes, they're resurfacing through special 

ways. Sometimes, a key would drop from a monster, and other times, when someone enters a special 

area or defeats a certain monster, the dungeon would appear as well." Titania said. 

Suddenly, she waved her hand as magic came from her hands, apparently the last two days since she 

recovered from the disease that she had been restoring her magic power further, although she's still not 

as strong as before, her magic was back to her and she could do some fantastical things. 

FLASH! 

Suddenly, a map emerged before our eyes made out of pink essence, it showed a large map of the forest 

of beginnings, as the Fairy Queen slowly began to augment the area where the swamps were. 

"This is my special Skill [Clairvoyance], it allows me to see a certain area using Spirit Eyes, as if my eyes 

were up in the sky. it has a limited range and only covers around half the forest, but it works for what I 

want to tell you. Thanks to my other skill [Soul Projection], I can show you what I see. Here, this is the 

swamp." 

The Queen had two amazing and useful-sounding Skills I wish I had as well… Anyways, she showed us 

the map and then expanded into the swamp. It looked like nothing like a swamp I remember seeing 

before! It looked like a gloomy phantasmal forest whose floor was covered in weird-looking monstrous 

plants and black water everywhere. The only things that roamed there were monsters. 

"This entire Swamp had become a Dungeon, and the Snake Queen dwells within the depths of this area, 

the Swamp's Cave. It leads to a former temple said to have been built by the Ancient Elves that once 

inhabited the are of the swamps before they became swamps." Said the Fairy, seemingly looking rather 

pained. "I suppose they had yet to revive after the rehashing, perhaps the swamp existing here has 

inhibited such a thing." 

"Reviving? Can NPC revive just like that?" Wondered Titan. 

"There were… various eras in this world, the Fragmentation and the Rehashing could be said to be two 

big events that separate an Old Era with the Modern Era. As of now, we are in the Present Era. Those 

that might have perished back then were revived, this is why it is called the "Rehashing"." Said the 



queen. "I… It seems I can't tell you more than this for now, I am sorry… But you must know that people 

of the past that might had died, could revive now through divine methods. I can't tell more than that, it 

seems, so that'll have to do." 

"It is fine, we kind of get it." I said. "So were the fairies revived as well?" 

"Well… Everything." Said the queen. "Ungh…" 

Suddenly, the Queen groaned a bit in pain, as I saw her gritting her teeth. 

"Ah, my head…" She cried 

"Queen!" Nieve and Florie flew to her side, but she seemed fine. 

"I am fine, don't worry." Sighed Titania, as Acorn offered her a small little flask with Elixir on it. 

"Please drink this if you feel bad, it will help you." He said gently. 

"Thank you so much." The queen accepted the offer and after drinking the bit of elixir, she felt way 

better. "It appears I received a "Penalty" due to having spoken over my limitations. This almighty entity, 

the "System" seems to be a direct agent of the Gods, it watches over and controls everything… It is also 

the pillar of everything too, but it seems to not want knowledge to be spread to Players as much." She 

sighed. "I apologize once more for my incompetence." 

"It is not your fault, please calm down." Titan said. "Are you feeling better now, Queen Titania?" 

"Yes, dear. I feel better now." Sighed Titania. "Anyways, I should continue showing you." 

She quickly got up from her seat and continued her explanation. Apparently in front of us there was the 

Swamp, and in the center of it, there was an entrance that led to ancient elven ruins where the Snake 

Queen was dwelling alongside her offspring, most likely. This is probably like the deepest floor in the 

dungeon. She quickly guided us through the place and showed us the shortest route. 

"This should be the shortest route with the less monsters possible… But I would also recommend to 

bring these." The Queen quickly brought some bottles with a pink-colored liquid inside. 

"What are these?" I wondered. 

"Poison and Venom Antidotes. The Swamps are very dangerous, the water there is also toxic. Merely 

stepping over it might poison you, so you'll need to drink these to stay put. Acorn, is it possible for you 

to make some?" Wondered the Queen. 

"I've gotten ahead of you, queen!" Acorn quickly brought out a large box of them. "I prepared over 

fifty!" 
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Titania couldn't help but smile at Acorn, he had really gotten ahead of her. 

"Excellently done." She said, quickly giving the bottles she had to us anyways. 
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"Aside from this, you'll need Aroma Perfumes, these perfumes create wards over your bodies that lower 

damage from Poison and Venom as well as Miasma." She said, quickly bringing other bottles as well, this 

time Acorn didn't made these. 

"Oh? I didn't knew such a thing existed…" He said. 

"These are not potions; you need to apply them over your body instead." She said. "They have a rough 

duration of thirty minutes, so you'll need to be quick. I as only able to make a few, so make sure to not 

waste them." The Queen said, giving them to me. 

"Alright! Thanks a lot, Titania." I said. 

"That's not all!" She said, quickly bringing yet another thing. "There's more. I have also prepared 

these…" 

She suddenly showed a set of five knives of around 30 centimeters long, which had beautiful pink jewels 

in the handles, and had many inscriptions over them. 

"These are special Sealing Daggers, especially made to seal powerful Miasmic Essence. You'll need to use 

these to seal the Snake Queen's Miasma, which will be most likely within her own body. You'll need to 

carefully find that place… The level of her power is due to this. Strong enough monsters can develop 

Miasmic Cores of crystalized Miasma, often showing as a third eye, or a new limb, or even a second 

head. Pierce their core with these five daggers and you will be able to seal their power to a grand extent, 

weakening them and making them easier to defeat." The Queen seemed decided to not let the Snake 

Queen live. 

"I see, so we can use this to have an easier win." Said Achlys while rubbing her chin. "We'll take them 

then!" 

"Yeah, thanks for all your guidance." Said Titan. 

"It is nothing, I am doing my duty… The Snake Queen was… a friend of mine in the past. After the 

Miasma took over her, she changed and stopped being herself. The Hero came and then slain her for 

good. I thought such a page of my life was already long in the past, but she came back at the end… I 

want to put an end to her for real, if possible." She sighed. "Thanks for your help." 

"It is nothing, we'll do everything we can to help!" I said. "I am sure it must be painful… But it must be 

done. I doubt I can purify someone that has already died and revived with miasma in her… She might be 

long gone." 

"Indeed, she is." The Great Spirit of Harvest said. "I can't really do much about her to help her, sorry." 

"It is fine, you're already helping me a lot, Great Spirit." I said. 

"Hm! I've reloaded my power after the day of rest you had, so I'm ready to help you out! Though, I wish I 

could tell you more about what's exactly going on, but much like Titania, I am restricted." She sighed. 

"Huh? What?" I wondered. 

"…Never mind dear." She said. 



"I wonder if Titania can see you…" I said. 

"Of course I can. That's the Great Spirit, isn't it?" Titania spoke. Having regained her powers, she quickly 

realized a big floating carrot was at my side. 

"She can see you?!" I asked in shock. 

Everybody suddenly were also able to see the Great Spirit with their own eyes, as Titania unleashed a 

sparkle of light over her body. Her big, carrot-shaped body became visible for everybody to see. 

"W-What is that giant floating carrot?!" Asked Achlys. 

"Oh, it's a spirit?" Wondered Titan. 

"Big carrot…" Acorn said. 

"T-This is… Well, this is the Great Spirit of Harvest." I said. "She showed up out of nowhere… The other 

day. I think I had fulfilled some sort of condition for her to emerge." 

"A-Amazing…" Titan looked at the floating carrot. "Though, it looks very normal to me. Also since when 

has there been quests like these?" 

"I heard that quests are always automatically generated, so she just lucked out as usual." Achlys said. 

"Well I guess there's no point in keep hiding myself… I've chosen your friend, Planta, as my vessel." Said 

the Great Spirit. "She shares the same dream as me of filling the world with nature and life once more. 

My ultimate enemy is the Demon King of Miasma anyways, so I'll gladly help you defeat his goons and 

also purify the swamp, I think I might be able to do it if I strengthen myself a little bit more." 

"It is impressive that you've received the help of an Ancient Great Spirit, Planta. I believe this is probably 

because of your inner talent and amazing combination of powers." Said Titania. "Though, I never 

expected one to even choose a Player…" 

"Hey, I wasn't aware she was one either! But well, it is not bad at all." Said the Great Spirit. 

"Seeing the Great Spirit of Harvest alive is a good thing, it might mean that more Great Spirits could 

awaken in the future. They might be seeking more Vessels, so other people or Players could become 

chosen ones in the future… Planta has been chosen by one, so her fate might already be connected to 

these people." Said the Queen of Fairies. "But for now, it would be rude to continue bothering you, it is 

still early, so you should move towards your next destination." 

"Other people that are Vessels…" I said, thinking about the possibilities. I wish some of my friends could 

become Vessels as well, but that's all up to luck I suppose. "Oh well, we should really get going now, 

thanks a lot for everything, Titania. We'll make sure to come back alive!" 

"I will be waiting for you." Said Titania. 

And like that, with Nieve, Acorn, Titan, and Achlys, we embarked in our journey towards the swamps, 

seeking to defeat the Snake Queen. 
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Within the swamps, in its dark depths, countless monsters crawled and walked around, fighting one 

another, and devouring each other. However, one stood above them all, an enormous and majestic 

snake. 

Her sharp red eyes looked into the entrance of her Domain, as she sensed the presence of Five powerful 

Souls imbued with golden light, they were pure and innocent compared to her dark and corrupted soul, 

which she abhorred of them. 

"Is this your last desperate attempt at getting rid of me, Titania?" 

The Snake Queen's sharp red eyes analyzed those that walked into her domain, as she quickly spoke to 

her many underlings. 

"Move! Don't let them get here and do everything you can to kill them! After that… We'll be ready to 

invade the Fairy Country, as our lord orders." Said the Snake Queen, her words were orders for her 

underlings, the children that have hatched from the egg she continuously laid. 

"GRYSHAAA!" 

"SHAAA…!" 

"GROAR!" 

The many monstrous-looking snakes began sliding through. Some even mutated to have many legs and 

wings, with sharp fangs capable of tearing apart even steel. Her army of snakes numbered hundreds 

which she laid in mere days… and not only one, but many big ones appeared as well, commanding the 

others. 

The Snake Queen continued looking into the entrance of her Domain, her incredible magical powers 

having developed enough to give her such power, as a third black eye in her forehead opened, shining 

brightly with a black aura, granting her Clairvoyance-like powers while within her Domain, the Dungeon 

that the Swamps have become. 

"That fairy I prepared for them seems to have been a failure." She said. "So many years investing in that 

child only for her to get purified at the end! Those damn Players believe they're all powerful… However, 

this new world is fair. They might be immortals, but they're limited in what they can do themselves. The 

System is also by my side. All things are balanced after all…" 

The Snake Queen saw a system message emerge before her eyes, showing up a special quest. 

[Special Quest: Defend Your Territory From The Invading Players!] 

[Planta and company have helped the Fairies and healed them from the Curse you inflicted upon them, 

and now, armed with new weapons and items, have come to slay you for good. You have, however, the 

chance of defeating them and reclaim the forest as your domain.] 

[Clear conditions: Defeat all the Players within the Enemy Party. After defeating them, they won't be 

able to enter your domain anymore, and you'll be freer in what you can do within it.] 

[Rewards: EXP, Player Privilege Title, Special Unique Skill, Domain Expansion, Legendary-Grade Magic 

Item] 



The Snake Queen watched as the System prompt before her emerged. Since she had revived in this 

world that she had been seeing these Quests from time to time. Things such as tricking the fairies and 

infiltrating Florie into their domain, Cursing the fairies and slowly kill their population, invade their 

territory, and sabotage their golems, all of that have been Special Quests which constantly rewarded her 

with more power. 

This was one of the reasons why the Swamps became her official Domain, and also why she was able to 

turn it into a Dungeon, gaining a Dungeon Master Title alongside that. She was no longer the Mid-Boss 

the Hero had to fight before, but she had become something greater. She had already earned many 

other rewards, enhancing her power further… she might be, at the end, even more terrifying than Planta 

could had ever guessed. 

"Fufufu… This world has surely become interesting now… Now let's see if you can fight against all my 

challenges." 

And as of now, it felt as if they all had fallen right into the palm of her nonexistent hands. 

"Let's play, Players…" 

. 

. 

. 

(Elayne's POV) 

After saying farewell to the Fairy Queen, we decided to move onwards towards the route that was said 

to us. We decided to only bring half the Mushroom Brigade, as we wanted to leave the other half 

protecting the Queen. Our most trusted fighters were at our side, but we only brought four of them. 

Sporegon, our trusty swordsman, Hunter, our bowman, Magius, our magician, and Alice, the Alchemist 

as our secondary support aside from Acorn, both of them are holding healing potions and bombs for 

support from behind. 

Alongside that, there was also our assortment of Summons. Although Titan had no permanent summon 

as his Beast Spirits were temporary, Rita and I had our permanent ones! Rita recently leveled up her 

Dark Beast Companion Skill and summoned a new Monster, a large black spider with red eyes the size of 

a dog, which seems to be able to use spiderwebs for support, she could easily trap monsters we found in 

our way. She ended naming her Arachne, and alongside Nightmare, her Dark Horse, she got two 

powerful Summons now. 

We power-leveled Arachne to Level 12 while we moved to the swamps by slaying any monster we found 

in our way. Thanks to Sporegon's "Battle Cry" we were able to attract monsters to us even if we were 

strong enough they would be scared of our presence, Agro Skills are really useful! 

And of course, there were also my Summons and Tamed Monsters, which were four beautiful children. 

Loki, Belle, Mimy, and Silver. All four of them had already reached max level after we managed to defeat 

all the snakes back then, and they seemed to have earned enough EXP on our way to the Swamp 

dungeon as well. Because they were part of our party, they were also restricted from evolving, 

apparently, but the EXP they earned was being stockpiled so they would earn it later. 



If we complete the quest according to its clear conditions, we'll be able to multiply all of this enormous 

quantity of EXP we have been saving all this time, which might help us power level after we all evolve. 

Of course, my Summons and Tamed Monsters had grown stronger too, and their skills and stats 

increased a lot after hitting max level! 
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For some reason I've begun to grow addicted to seeing numbers increase since I began playing Brand 

New Life Online, especially whenever my Summons or Tamed Monsters leveled up. So I had quickly 

inspected each of my tamed monsters and summons status after they reached max level. 

[Summon Name]: [Belle] 

[Race]: [White Goat: Lv30/30] 

[Satiation]: [95/100] 

[HP]: [670/670] 

[MP]: [230/230] 

[STR]: [335] 

[VIT]: [285] 

[DEX]: [225] 

[AGI]: [210] 

[INT]: [65] 

[WIS]: [75] 

[LUC]: [70] 

[Race Skills: 8/10] 

[Farm Animal: Goat: Lv1], [Charge: Lv8], [Horn Attack: Lv6], [Milk Production: Lv4], [Berserk Mode: Lv5], 

[Aura Attack: Lv4], [Unstoppable Strength: Lv4], [Kicking Arts: Lv3] 

[Equipment] 

[Lucky Bell] 

[Lake Snake Scale Armor] 

[Lake Snake Scale Helmet] 

[Lake Snake Scale Horn Armor] 

Belle had enhanced her physical strength and charging speed, alongside her strongest Skill [Berserk 

Mode] which had reached Level 5. She grows progressively stronger while losing her reason and going 

completely insane, it is a strong and explosive spell she only uses in certain situations. However, my big 
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Belle had grown very strong now! Ah, right, her [Milk Production] Skill leveled up as well… It actually 

made her milk tastier. 

[Summon Name]: [Loki] 

[Race]: [Carnivorous Amber Lotus Flower: 30/30] 

[Satiation]: [97/100] 

[HP]: [470/470] 

[MP]: [280/280] 

[STR]: [215] 

[VIT]: [215] 

[DEX]: [180] 

[AGI]: [195] 

[INT]: [170] 

[WIS]: [125] 

[LUC]: [50] 

[Race Skills: 8/10] 

[Carnivorous Flower: Lv1], [Predation: Lv7], [Rooting: Lv6], [Spray: Lv6], [Vine Attack: Lv5], [Vines of 

Steel: Lv5], [Enchanting Aroma: Lv4], [Blood Drain: Lv3] 

[Equipment] 

[Fairy's Magic Ring of Protection] 

Loki has lower stats than Belle most of the time, but she compensates it with her ability to spray 

poisonous pollen to her foes, and also drain their blood, control roots underground, make her vines as 

hard as steel, and bite through most things with her sharp jaws. She's deadly and a trickster as well, as 

she loves to trick her foes. I also got her an equipment I equipped in one of her vines, which enhances 

her magical power, which is what calculates the effectiveness of her poisonous pollen and the 

enhancement of her [Vines of Steel] Skill. 

[Monster Name]: [Mimy] 

[Monster Race]: [Black Armor Mimic Swordsman]: [Lv30/30] 

[Monster Affection]: [Lv6/10] 

[Satiation]: [94/100] 

[HP]: [550/550] 

[MP]: [170/170] 



[STR]: [280] 

[VIT]: [350] 

[DEX]: [120] 

[AGI]: [90] 

[INT]: [80] 

[WIS]: [70] 

[LUC]: [40] 

[Race Skills: 6/10] 

[Mimic's Physiology: Lv2], [Harden: Lv6], [Roll: Lv5], [Armored Body: Lv3], [Sword Technique: Lv3], 

[Shield Technique: Lv3] 

[Equipment] 

[Black Armor Shell], [Rusty Black Sword], [Cracked Black Shield] 

Mimy is the youngest of the group but is also already showing incredible potential and talent. She seems 

to be min-maxing defense and offense the most with her newest evolution. And her Sword and Shield 

Technique have improved after she practiced all day with Sporegon yesterday. I had tried replacing her 

rusty sword and shield, but she didn't wanted to let them go. Apparently her sword and shield alongside 

her armor are all part of her protective shell, they might look rusty, but they're harder than most armor 

and weapons for beginners. Probably as she develops, this shell will evolve with her and become 

stronger. 

[Monster Name]: [Silver] 

[Monster Race]: [Silver-horned Lake Snake]: [Lv30/30] 

[Monster Affection]: [Lv6/10] 

[Satiation]: [99/100] 

[HP]: [560/560] 

[MP]: [240/240] 

[STR]: [240] 

[VIT]: [260] 

[DEX]: [190] 

[AGI]: [150] 

[INT]: [170] 

[WIS]: [120] 



[LUC]: [50] 

[Race Skills: 5/10] 

[Water Dragon Descendant: Lv2], [Boiling Water Breath: Lv6], [Silver Dragon Scales: Lv4], [Fear-Inducing 

Presence: Lv4], [Water Magic: Lv3] 

[Equipment] 

[Fairy's Magic Bracelet of Protection] 

And then there's Silver, she was our late bloomer, as dragons develop slower than other monsters. 

However, she's already shaping herself to be a mighty Water Dragon. Her Water Magic reached Level 3 

now and she can conjure two new Spells [Water Bomb] and [Dehydrate] which might come in handy for 

our future battles. I also got her a new equipment in a bracelet big enough to fit in her big snake-like 

body, though I fear she might break it if she grows big after evolving, so I am keeping an eye on it. 

Overall, they were all stronger and no longer were simple for assisting us in battle, some were just as 

comparable to us in power, if it wasn't for the fact they're not players. Although Mimy and Silver are 

strong, I have to be careful so they don't get killed, if they die they can't be resummoned like Summons 

can. Tamed Monsters have a great latent potential but they don't have such power like summons have. 

I've seen that that's always a dilemma for Tamers who like to collect monsters instead of the 

Summoners who can just summon their creatures that can't die, as they can be resummoned after a 

cooldown when they die. 

I even remember they call Tamers a "trash version of a Summoner", but I believe that both are amazing 

in their own ways. I definitely want more monster friends to join our team later on. I wish I could get a 

snake for poison or a spider for spiderweb support like Achlys has… But I doubt I can get any of them for 

the moment, as my tamed monster slots are filled, getting more seems interesting, but catching and 

taming is hard for now, and we don't have the time to babysit a tamed monster to reach a good level to 

aid us in this quest. 

Also, Mimy and Silver are very special as they come from Eggs dropped by two Special Monsters, a 

Secret Boss and a Special Mimic, so I don't know if I could find such obedient tamed monsters if they're 

just wild. But well, I can't just overthink this now that we finally arrived in front of the swamps, the 

domain of the Snake Queen. 

"Here we are, at long last." Sighed Nieve. 

"First of all, let's use the Potions the Queen gave to us which can create a Ward against Poison and 

Miasma." I said, as everybody quickly did as I suggested. 

"Alright, we are ready… Let's do this." Titan said with a look of determination. 

"I hope this isn't too hard…" Sighed Achlys. 

"I'll support everyone as much as I can, so count on me!" Acorn cheered. 

"Very well, everyone, let's do this!" I said, as we quickly stepped into the swamp. 



For a moment, it felt as if we passed through a thin and invisible membrane, so this place that doesn't 

look at all like a dungeon really is one. 

FLASH! 

The moment we went through the entrance of the dungeon, we quickly found ourselves standing over a 

small island over an enormous swamp of black and bubbling liquid, the sound of creatures could be 

heard in the background, and the entire place was foggy with poisonous gases. 

[You have entered the [Venomous Snake Queen's Miasmic Swamp Dungeon] 

[The Special Dungeon Effect [Weakening Miasma Fog] has been activated] 

[All your Stats have lowered by -20%] 

[The Special Dungeon Effect [Toxic Domain] has been activated] 

[Your HP and MP Natural Recovery Speed has lowered by -50%] 

[The Special Dungeon Effect [Nest of Darkness and Poison] has been activated] 

[Nature and Light Attribute Elemental Damage has been reduced by -50%] 

[Darkness and Poison Attribute Elemental Damage has been increased by +50%] 

[The Special Dungeon Effect [Demonic Miasma] has been activated] 

[Spirit-type Magic Spells Damage has been reduced by -50%] 

[Spirits are less likely to appear] 

[The Special Dungeon Master Ability [Snake Queen's Eternal Domain] has been activated] 

[Snake-type Monsters All Stats have been increased by +20%, HP and MP Recovery Speed has been 

increased by +50%, and Damage Dealt using Poison and Darkness Attribute has been increased by +30%] 

What?! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 187: A Deadly Debuff! 

"W-What with these horrible debuff?!" Titan couldn't help but cry in surprise. 

"E-Eh? Hey wait this isn't so bad for me…" Achlys said. "My new spider is also poison attribute so we get 

boosted at least… But my stats have lowered anyways…" 

"T-This is bad!" Acorn said. 

"This foul smell… It seems to be affecting us physically. This wasn't something the Snake Queen had 

before when our Hero defeated her!" Said Sporegon. 

"Indeed, this is certainly a power she had gained now… It is completely new." Hunter added. 

"Could it be that the Snake Queen had somehow grown powerful? But how come she became a 

Dungeon Master? I don't remember the Demon King having such power!" Magius said. 
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"This is… Could the System have something to do with this?" Wondered Alice. 

"Agh! Even with the Wards made by the Queen, our power is being lowered so much… Well, my Ice is 

still as strong as ever, and my Rapier Techniques as well…" Nieve said, she didn't seemed as affected. 

However, Titan and I were the most affected, after all our primary elements were Nature, and we used 

Spirits to fight the most too! 

"Ugh… All the things we are good at got nerfed heavily!" I sighed. 

If it wasn't for my [Revered Figure] Title taking 20% of all Stats and effects from many Titles to boost my 

Stats further, I would be in an even worse situation. 

"Bwahaha… HAHAHAHA! You've stepped into my domain, fools!" 

Suddenly, the voice of a woman resonated across the entire swamp. 

"Are you the Snake Queen?!" I asked. 

"It is I indeed!" She laughed. "You absolute fools! Do you truly believe you could easily and leisurely 

enter my domain without me being able to do anything? Players really think they are at the top of the 

world! Your immortality means nothing if it is controlled by the System!" 

"What?! She knows about the System?" Asked Sporegon. 

"So my theory might be right…" Alice pointed out. 

"Reveal yourself and fight us!" Titan roared. "Let's get this done already." 

"Heh, as if!" Laughed the Snake Queen. "Do you think I would try to do something so unsightly for 

someone as incredible as me? I've evolved way past my previous self. I've evolved and become someone 

even better and stronger. I don't need to do the job myself, even, as my children had grown stronger as 

well! I will show that egotistical Titania and those damn fairies that I am the one that deserves to take 

over this forest… And after your deaths, you won't ever be able to stop me anymore." 

"How come you're so sure about this?!" Rita roared back. "You bitch! Just come down here and let's 

fight! I'm gonna beat the shit out of you!" 

"Achlys don't swear to NPC!" I said. "Language!" 

"Hmph! As if I were so feeble as to fall by the cheap provocation of a Dark Elf…" Laughed the Snake 

Queen. "Now, my children, devour them all!" 

TRUUUUUMMM…! 

Suddenly, the ground began to shake strongly, as we saw countless silhouettes appear in the 

background, they were dozens- no, hundreds of snakes of all shapes and sizes, and there were three of 

the big ones we had to fight the other day as well! Wait, what? We have to fight three of them now?! 

But… ah, they're half as big, I suppose they have yet to fully mature, but still! 

"This is a bit too much against the odds…" Titan said. 

"Did she prepared an entire trap against us?" Wondered Achlys. 



"We'll have to get fighting then, there's no other way!" I said, quickly holding my Shovel as it 

shapeshifted into a Scythe. 

"Snake Queen, you've changed too much." 

Suddenly, the voice of Titania resonated within ourselves. She wasn't here in her physical form, but 

through the Blessings she gave to us, she somehow manifested as a spirit-like projection, majestic and 

beautiful, her light shone brightly over the forest, illuminating, and slightly purifying our surroundings. 

"W-What?! That's… Spirit Avatar?! Titania, you dare come here to fight yourself even in your weakened 

state?!" Roared the Snake Queen angrily. 

"I have not come myself, but I am merely a Spirit Avatar, but it should be enough to do this… Right, 

Great Spirit of Harvest?" Titania asked, as the bright Spirit of Harvest emerged at her side, suddenly 

emerging as a beautiful lady made of plants, with green skin and countless flowers covering her body- 

wait that's not a carrot at all! 

"I suppose we'll have to assist these children a bit. Oh, my form ahs changed slightly? Your amazing 

talent with spirits seems to have slightly affected my form, Titania. Lets make sure to put this temporary 

power to good use, Planta!" Said the Great Spirit. 

"Eh?! What do you want me to do in this situation?" I asked in doubt. 

"SHAAAAA!" 

"GROOARRR!" 

"GRYSHAAA!" 

The snakes kept approaching, as the Great Spirit and Titania suddenly appeared behind me, guiding my 

arms. 

"Swing that weapon, Planta!" 

"We'll lead you through a path! A path that only you can forge through your power." 

"A path…?! A-Alright!" 

I infused Spiritual Essence into my Scythe, a Farming Tool, as I quickly realized what they truly wanted 

me to do… They wanted me to create a path for us to move, our own domain, pretty much. That's… I 

see! I just have to swing my weapon as I've always done so! 

However, that alone might not do it even! 

Ding! 

[You have exchanged 34 Skill Points] 

[The [Terrain Adaptability] Skill has Leveled Up to Level 10 (MAX)!] 

[The [Soil Manipulation] Skill has Leveled Up to Level 10 (MAX)!] 

[Your Spiritual Essence resonates with your new power over Soil and the Terrain surrounding you!] 



"Now… Spiritual Attack!" 

FLAAASH! 

My scythe shone bright with golden and green light, as I swung it horizontally against the enormous 

army of snakes, a ray of enormous light impacted the swamps in front of us and anything in front, the 

trees were quickly sliced apart as dozens of snakes were quickly destroyed, disintegrated in mere 

seconds! 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

And behind that destruction, the Swamp Tiles surrounding us began to change! 

[Corrupted Swamp Tiles] have been changed into [Healthy Soil]!] 

No way… So that's it! 
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Chapter 188: The Power Of Manipulating Terrain 

Ding! 

[You have exchanged 34 Skill Points] 

[The [Terrain Adaptability] Skill has Leveled Up to Level 10 (MAX)!] 

[The [Soil Manipulation] Skill has Leveled Up to Level 10 (MAX)!] 

[Soil Manipulation: Lv10 (MAX)] 

As a farmer, you have the innate ability to manipulate Soil. When manipulating the soil of your farm, you 

can choose which nutrients to enhance, and make the Soil richer. You can also shape the soil using 

Farming Tools and Soil Manipulation together, expanding the size of your farm as long as there is space 

to add to it. Based in the plants you're raising; certain types of nutrients will be needed. Corpses of 

animals, decomposing plants, and even feces can be used to enhance certain nutrients in the soil. 

Any Soil within your Farms receive a passive +100% enhancement to their Richness, Quality, and Magical 

Essence, any [Tile] that you transform through other Skills instantly becomes part of your [Farm] and 

receives enhancements, and you gain the [Farmer Authority] over any Tile that is considered your Farm, 

which can cancel a certain percentage (5% ~ 50%) of other Terrain, Dungeon, or Domain Effects 

surrounding such Tiles. The more Tiles are in your control, the weaker such effects become. 

[Terrain Adaptability: Lv10 (MAX)] 

As an experienced Farmer, you're able to adapt to any terrain and make it your farm. You can adapt to 

the terrain of your environment, as long as there is any sort of soil to it, you can somehow find the way 

to make a farm! Alongside this, it grants the innate ability of adapting to any terrain within the game. 

Enhances the Soil Richness, Quality, and Magical Essence of any Terrain you make your farm by +150%. 

Each Level enhances the number of terrains you can adapt into farms, and the soil richness given to 

them straight away. Number of Terrain Tiles that can be taken over: 150 
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Additionally, after registering over 10 Adjacent Tiles, such Tiles become a [Terrain] where you have 

[Farmer's Authority] over, gaining special effects, which increase every 10 more Tiles. Available Special 

Effects: 

Negates 5% ~ 50% of enemy Terrain Effects 

Enhances Nature, Light, Life, And Spirit Elements Power by +10% ~ +100% 

All types of Plants can grow thrice as fast, while being able to develop magical properties. 

All Stats of User and Allied Players/NPC/Tamed Monsters/Summons increase by +5% ~ 20% 

HP and MP Automatic Regeneration Speed is enhanced by +10% ~ 100% 

After the incredibly powerful Spiritual Attack I unleashed, the Swamp Tiles in front of me suddenly 

began to change thanks not only to the power of the Skills I had just increased, but also thanks to Titania 

and the Great' Spirits combined attack. The Swamp Tiles turned into Healthy Soil, and even the Miasma 

in such Tiles began to disappear! 

[Corrupted Swamp Tiles] have been changed into [Healthy Soil]!] 

[Corrupted Swamp Tiles] have been changed into [Healthy Soil]!] 

[Corrupted Swamp Tiles] have been changed into [Healthy Soil]!] 

[Corrupted Swamp Tiles] have been changed into [Healthy Soil]!] 

… 

Countless messages appeared, as I suddenly ended turning over 15 Tiles into Healthy Soil, all the way 

several meters away from us, and all of them suddenly shone even brighter, the surviving snakes felt this 

light as if it were a burning flame, making them scream in agony… 

[The Special Effect of [Soil Manipulation] has been activated, you have gained [Farmer's Authority] 

[All converted Tiles have become temporarily your [Farm] 

FLASH! 

All the Tiles began shining with beautifully incandescent light, as my eyes shone brightly in shock and 

amusement at my own powers. 

[The Special Effect of [Terrain Adaptability] has been activated, all [Farm] Tiles under your [Farmer's 

Authority] have combined to create a [Terrain Effect] 

[The enemy domain's effects have been weakened by -50%!] 

Suddenly, our entire party felt as if we were being refreshed, we felt like our fighting spirit was coming 

back! Quickly after, the snakes roared angrily at us, charging directly towards us with utmost fury! 

Meanwhile, the Snake Queen could be heard angrily shouting at us. 

"W-Wha…? What kind of power is this?! YOU! Just what sort of monster are you?! I've never seen a 

Dryad be able to do this!" She cried. 



"Heh, what's wrong, Snake Queen!" Laughed the cocky Great Spirit. "Were you left short on words to 

say to my Vessel?" 

"Ignore her, Great Spirit, she has been taken by darkness. We must haste towards her domain!" Titania 

said. 

"Alright guys! We got it!" I said. "Let's do this!" 

"Wow…" Titan muttered. 

"Damn, calm down…" Achlys said. 

"T-This was a bit too much for me…" Acorn sighed. 

"Talk about tipping the scales…" Nieve answered. 

Everyone was left more flabbergasted than anything, but they quickly recomposed themselves as they 

saw the snakes approaching. They didn't had any time to just relax and feel amazed or simply shocked 

by this ridiculous situation after all. 

The Mushroom Brigade were the first ones to step into battle alongside me, as they were not as 

shocked, perhaps because they admired me so much that this was the only thing they could expect of 

me… 

"Our Lady's Divine Blessing has brought us new strength, onwards!" Sporegon roared, swinging his 

sword as he unleashed slashing attacks, easily slicing apart three Snakes three meters in size with ease. 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"Arrow Barrage! And…" Hunter quickly took twenty arrows at once and fired them towards the snakes, 

as they were suddenly covered on his own Mana and then began to pierce through the snake's eyes, 

exploding right after that. "Exploding Arrows!" 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! 

"Flare Magic: Chain Explosion!" 

Magius unleashed her magic power as an enormous magic circle appeared before her, the magic circle 

unleashed several threads of fire that hit several snakes, in mere seconds, each snake began to explode, 

leaving more and more threads that connected to nearby snakes that also exploded one after the other 

in a near endless chain reaction! 

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! BOOOM! 

The effects of my own Terrain were boosting their strength rather well, this was utter madness! 

Brand New Life Online: Rise Of The Goddess Of Harvest 

Chapter 189: Brand New Spells 

In mere seconds the tide of battle changed. I was able to change our surroundings by using my [Farming 

Tool Usage] Skill in combination with my [Spiritual Attack] and created [Healthy Soil] all around us! Not 
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only that, but I was also able to convert this [Healthy Soil] into a special Terrain using my two other Skills 

[Soil Manipulation] and [Terrain Adaptability] which I maxed to Level 10! 

With their brand-new effects, which I intuitively knew would help, I was able to break through the 

deadly debuff inflicted upon us. Although it is not completely gone, I've managed to offset 50% of its 

total effects, and also all the bonuses received from my own Terrain compensated for it quite nicely! 

The more [Healthy Soil] I create, the more I can generate new Terran space for us to walk forwards. 

However, even amidst hope, there was still a lot of hardships. The Snakes were coming endlessly as we 

ran across the swamps, the small fry wasn't hard to slay, as the Mushroom Brigade decided to get in the 

front to defeat them so we could save up our energy, but bigger snakes were coming, almost as big as 

the one that attacked the Fairy City. These were really bad news! 

"Shit, here they come!" Titan roared, readying his group of Elemental Spirit Beasts he summoned on the 

go. 

"Those things are the same as the other one?! And there's… four?! How are we going to do this now?!" 

Rita panicked. 

"Ugh… The last one was really hard!" Acorn cried. "But there's no other choice…!" 

"C-Crap…!" I cried, feeling the enormous presence of the three gigantic snakes made my entire body 

tremble. Now that I was in their domain, they were able to slowly encroach my mind and body, which 

was made of pure nature. 

I was in the worst area possible for someone like me. All the trees here were not even responding to 

Nature's Essence, and were infected by Miasma as well, so I wasn't even getting the proper boosts that 

Skills such as [Daughter of Nature] gives to me. 

If I overuse the power of the Great Spirit, she'll grow exhausted and we won't have enough power to 

defeat the Snake Queen, who's probably even stronger. This is probably why I am hesitating on using 

her power more than what I did before, as I've been simply using my Shovel-shaped weapon to hit the 

ground and generate shockwaves that stunned some of my targets while randomly generating [Healthy 

Soil] around. 

Spirits were also not hearing me at all, even by lowering the debuff here by -50%, only Titan was able to 

bring out his Elemental Beast Spirits, but I could barely feel any sort of Spiritual Essence around, Dragon 

Veins were all infected with darkness and Miasma. Only Rita might be able to bring her Darkness Spirits, 

and only because those can even dwell in areas with Miasma. 

"Come on, you have to keep fighting, Planta!" Suddenly, the Guider Spirit spoke to me. He had been 

mostly silent through my journey these last days, as he had seen that I didn't need as much of his help as 

before. "You've made a promise to these people, don't get cold feet now! Also, you've got great spells, 

how about you use the new Spells you acquired from the Blessing of the Fairy Queen?" 

"The new Spells?!" 

"Yeah, these!" 



The Guider Spirit quickly showcased to me various Spells, these Spells had been mostly overlooked by 

me as I had no time to test them and I forgot I had them. I had acquired them when I received the 

Blessing of the Fairy Queen. 

[Forest Fairy Call] 

Cost: 200 MP/400 MP/500 MP 

Cooldown: 10 Seconds. 

Concentrate your connection with the Fairies of the Forest, who are considered Special Spirits, and bring 

them to battle through summoning! The stronger is your connection with every Fairy you've met, the 

stronger the Fairies will be, from Fairy Magic Knights, Fairy Sorcerers, to the might of the Fairy Queen. 

Dragon Veins are not needed to bring the power of the Fairies, but you require a strong emotional 

connection with them. 

[Grace of Nature] 

Cost: 300 MP 

Cooldown: 10 Minutes. 

Conjure the grace of Nature itself over you and all your companions, the more you're connected with 

Nature and those mystical beings that dwell within it, the stronger the buff will become, enhancing all 

Stats by a minimum of +20% and giving everyone boosted by this buff Nature-type and Earth-type 

Damage to their basic attacks. This Buff can be togged on/off. 

[Magical Flower Garden] 

Cost: 500 ~ 1000+ 

Cooldown: 5 Minutes. 

Utilize the [Terrain] you've taken over and channel the power of the forest and the fairies dwelling 

within it, crating a beautiful Flower Garden within all your surrounding [Terrain]. Within this magical 

Garden, the more MP is infused into it, the more Magical Flowers will be born, which will summon 

Flower Guardians and Flower Beasts, capable of fighting and protecting you. The flowers also heal any 

ally's HP constantly by 1% per second, and their MP is also healed by 0.5% per second. To expand the 

Magical Flower Garden, more MP needs to be used. 

[Charming Grace] 

Cost: 400 MP 

Cooldown: None. 

Due to being an unparalleled beauty that has been blessed by the Queen of Fairies, your charm and 

grace are incredible. By taking control over [Terrain] and conjuring a [Magical Flower Garden] you're 

able to activate your [Charming Grace], which immediately charms foes, having a 50% chance for them 

to enter into a Status effect such as [Dazzled], [Confusion], or [Charmed], temporarily inhibiting their 

movements. [Charmed] foes will become temporal allies and fight your enemies for you. 



The four amazing Spells left me dumbfounded. They were way too great! The Spiritual Projection of the 

Fairy Queen was with us as well, but she seemed to not be able to properly aid us yet. But I am now sure 

why she's here, it is so I can invoke her strength through my Spirit Magic! 

"Now…! Forest Fairy Call!" 

FLASH! 
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Chapter 190: The Battle Begins! 

"I can feel it! This is it…!" The Fairy Queen said, as her projection suddenly began to grow larger and 

larger as I felt hundreds of Mana being drained from my body. 

"So you've come here for this purpose!" I said. 

"I have come to bless you with my spiritual aura, which enhanced your stats a bit, but even then, the 

debuffs are too strong… However now… this is!" 

F L A A A S H! 

Suddenly, several lights emerged amidst the chaos of countless snakes attacking us and four giants 

beginning to unleash earth shattering attacks on our surroundings. The lights immediately began to 

wondrously transform into beautiful and colorful fairies as well! And they were not just generic-looking, 

I remember seeing these fairies in the city, all of the ones we have rescued using Acorn's medicine! 

"W-What is this?!" 

"Where are we?" 

"I feel so strong…" 

"Snakes!" 

FLASH! 

And amidst them all, which were more than my MP should had been able to even summon, the Fairy 

Queen Titania emerged in her spiritual form, beautiful and radiant, as if she was the highest tier that a 

spirit could reach. Her two fairy wings were long and colorful, forming rainbows that stretched over our 

surroundings. Her aura of spiritual energy enchanted us immediately, as our stats once more began to 

rise a bit more. 

"Listen, everybody! Planta's powers have awakened, she has called for our help! Do not worry about 

dying here, as you're only bringing your True Spiritual Projections! Even if you die, you'll simply wake up 

in your bodies back home! I ask you all to fight with me and defend Planta and her friends as they make 

their way through this Dungeon!" Titania said, her grace, beauty, and leadership talent were incredible. 

The fairies heard the call of their Queen as they immediately nodded. Armor and weapons suddenly 

emerged over their small bodies, as magic knights wielding rapiers and sorcerers holding staffs imbued 

with magical power emerged by the dozens, even archers and other jobs such as monster tamers 

bringing giant insects which were also spiritual projections appeared! 
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"For the Queen!" 

They roared loudly as if their tiny size had no meaning in their big hearts and bravery, magical attacks 

quickly began raining down over the Four Giant Snakes, not killing them but damaging them slowly over 

time while distracting them. 

"SHAAAAA!" 

One of the smallest of the four, which had two black horns atop its purple-scaled face hissed furiously, 

swinging his enormous tail and suddenly destroying a handful of fairies on the spot, as they suddenly 

dissipated into bubbles of light. 

BAAAM! 

"Do not falter!" Titania roared, suddenly summoning an enormous rapier imbued with pink light, as she 

charged forward, slashing dozens of smaller snakes and then gathering her energy into her rapier, 

unleashing a devastating series of consecutive slashing attacks over the giant horned snake! 

SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! SLASH! 

"Perish, spawn of darkness!" She said heroically, gathering energy into her body and then unleashing a 

bright explosion! 

BOOOOOMMM!!! 

Her body suddenly disappeared, as she ended sacrificing her Spiritual Projection to attempt in defeating 

the giant snake! However, as the smoke dissipated, the snake was still alive, with more than half of its 

HP gone. The other fairies looked in shock at the bravery of their queen, and immediately charged 

forward as well! 

"FOR THE QUEEN!" 

"YAAAAAH!" 

"OOOOOHH!" 

Countless of tiny attacks began to reach the weakened snake while the other three were being 

distracted by the Mushroom Brigade combining their strength with Acorn, as Acorn and Alice, the 

Mushroom Alchemist, fired Odor Bombs that made the snakes confused so we could buy enough time 

to kill them! 

Not only there was now a small army of fairies helping us, but our strength had also been enhanced. 

Titan, Rita, Acorn, the Mushroom Brigade, and even Nieve fought bravely as I controlled the battlefield 

by boosting their stats using my variety of buffing Spells such as [Geomancy] and [Grace of Nature]. 

Thanks to my [Revered Figure] Title which lend me 20% of the Stats of all my other Titles, my MP was 

over 5k in total, but even that wasn't enough for all the MP I was constantly using. However, the Guide 

Spirit quickly gave me another tip. 



"Planta, there should be enough Terrain, you've converted tons of [Tiles] into [Healthy Soil] so your 

[Farmer's Authority] is taking effect, conjure [Magical Flower Garden] and bring even more allies, the 

fairies alone won't do, the snakes are still too strong so they can only buy you time!" He said. 

"Got it!" I said, finding myself slightly surprised by how invested he was into all of this. 

I quickly gathered my Mana into the palm of my hands and then, I felt the Spiritual Essence of the Fairies 

flowing into me, especially of the Fairy Queen and the Great Spirit of Harvest. 

"[Magical Flower Garden]!" 

FLAAASH! 

Suddenly, an enormous flash of light took over the entire [Terrain] I was taking over, as the Tiles all 

began to change. The Healthy Soil I had transformed those Miasma Swamp Tiles into suddenly began to 

flourish with beautiful flowers everywhere. It was like an ocean of colors. Even the darkness surrounding 

us changed as if the flowers were bringing the light of sunlight into our surroundings. 

"T-This is beautiful…!" Titan said. "Incredible… And I feel so strong as well!" 

Titan suddenly was one of the first ones to receive the power of this Terrain, perhaps because he was an 

Ent and was very connected to Nature. However, something surprising happened to him first, as his 

entire body bloomed with many flowers everywhere! 

"E-Eh?! What is this?" 

Suddenly, I felt a Spiritual Connection with him and only him. Most likely because he, just like me, was 

also a Nature Spirit Player! 

Out of nowhere, it felt as if I was instinctively doing something. 

"Garden Guardian, Rise!" 

"FLASH! 

"Eh?! T-This is…!" 

Ding! 

[You have assigned the compatible [Player: Titan] as your temporary [Garden Guardian Commander]!] 


